
Minutes Energy ADE 11th Workshop. 24-25.10.2019, Stuttgart 
 

Thursday 24.10.2019 

Joachim -> presentation case studies in Kit: what cannot be at the moment represented in the 

Energy ADE + some questions on if it’s necessary to increase capabilities of Energy ADE and in which 

direction. 

- Alexandru: Levels of detail for both (building and quarter level). It should go in the same 

direction of the geometry and define different LODs. 

Sabo -> presentation simplifications in energy ADE specific for SimStadt building models 

Joachim: 

 Technical issue: a parameter that says this class is not available for this case -> profiles of the 

complete schema of the energy ADE. 

 They did more or less the same, simplified schemas of the energy ADE to start and increase 

the complexity step by step, but taking into account the previous comment. 

 Consequences of OGC… problems with the rights -> ask Volker. 

Jérôme -> presentation Idiap and CitySim. 

 He has a very interesting case study that will share in git with two purposes: compare 

cityGLM schemas used (Joachim was very interested) and to compare simulation results. The 

model includes buildings, terrain and trees. 

Maxim presents TEASER. 

Andreas ETU GebSim (very detailed thermal building models) 

 Thermal zones and boundaries inadequate for multi-zone models -> do we need multi-zone? 

(4) 

Max -> how to make our work available/easily accessible/attractive to the “world”. 

Joachim: no stable team, difficult to continue the work, too much work for the actual team. We 

should continue in that direction but, who? How? 

Max: he will do it himself?? 

Alexandru: SUMERA could be a good framework to write proposals so it is not volunteer work 

anymore. 

Joachim: then we’ll see in the future if this works 

Max: slow, step by step 

Joachim -> change requests Energy ADE (discussion) 

Pros and cons of going for a version 2.0 -> we decide whether we go for the v 2.0 depending on how 

important we see the CRs 

#163 -> eliminate demandedBy 

#167 -> rejected CR 



#155 -> accepted as a possible extension of the data model 

#159 -> accepted with many comments 

#169 -> accepted: but called isMechanicallyVentilated. default -> false 

#156 -> accepted 

#158 -> accepted 

#157 -> accepted 

#160 -> accepted 

#164 -> accepted 

#171 -> accepted: ventilation, mechanical or not mechanical, should be better modelled in 

energy ADE in general. Further work on this topic is needed 

#170 -> accepted 

#162 -> rejected 

#152 -> accepted 

#154 -> rejected in order to prepare a better proposal to model the ground in a better way. 

#161 -> accepted 

Energy systems -> we’ll discuss them tomorrow 

Other changes -> need to find volunteers to make the proposal! We have no proposal to do 

the discussion. 

#103 -> OGC says we can share for free. Any consequences to give energy ADE to OGC (they 

have now the copy rights). New mechanism (community standard), we keep the control of the 

model, not the standard group of OGC. It needs to be clarified because it is not clear for us the 

consequences of the registration. We need to be free to do anything with our models/data. 

 

Friday 25.10.2019 

Presentation of the data exchange platform by Maxim 

- Aim to compare different result and platform  

- KIT have uploaded something already to the platform  

- Currently compile file in CSV 

- Future idea  

o Multi-building test 

o Streamline repository  

o Combine results together  

o Visualise and analyse differences  

- Questions  

- how to manage open data (Volker) 

- answer  

- just test and compare for now before they think of the legality issues  

- Maxim also proposed to use the same data format to easily share  



Critical review of existing model and proposal for a new structure Joachim 

- Overview of the existing energy ADE system model  

- Energy system can be connected to the features of the physical building model or the component 

of the energy ADE  

- There is not yet a geometrical representation of the energy system and it’s something that 

should be added  

- Energy conversion component central Issues  

o Attributes should be checked for completeness for all classes  

o Others class are missing eg. For oil and other energy carries  

o Storage system for energy carriers are missing  

o Emitter class only support end energy heating and cooling but not cooking, light and 

others  

- Questions and Remark  

o Overview of Insel and energy system model |Visualisation of heat supply Systems CHP | 

(Pilar)  

o An overview of component supply for hot water system by James Allan  

 Joachim suggests that the model looks complex 

Next steps for Energy ADE 

- Joachim will integrate the change demand accepted in the coming week   

- Will integrate the newly proposed energy system model so others can see use and compare  

- Volker Suggested before the energy model is added to the version it should be tested  

- Maxim suggested to organise a wiki in git and send invitation to all working group  

- We need help from experts to check the proposed energy system model  

- James Allen suggested to work with die HFT to share idea about energy system and way forward 

- Volker encouraged that publications (paper) should be written  

- Is there a link to the group and facility management group Kaiser? 

o Facility group not that active like the energy ADE group but will be contacted (Alexandru) 

Alexandru COST Proposal  

Next meeting  

- James Allen propose to host us for the next meeting in Zurich  

- Point of discussion should be what we have decided in the meeting (Volker) 

Energy ADE and OGC 

- Volker will check the requirement of the OGC what they need and what they offer during the 

next OGC meeting  

 


